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Abstract
A smart classroom is a technology-based learning approach that helps to improve students '
skills in vocational colleges. It allows educators to create an interactive experience during
teaching, which makes the system even more appealing and collaborative in learning
strategies.In this paper, Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted Learning model (AAILM)is
used to design a smart interactive education system for vocational education.A qualitative
approach is used on 40 vocational colleges around Chinato analyze thefindings, interviews,
and focus group dialogue based on the learning strategies followed by students and teachers.
Furthermore, the results of this analysis showed many improvements in the positions of
teachers and students in the smart learning program.The study consisted of 102 students, and
the results have been checkedbased on F-Test and T-Test. The result findings revealed that
the academic successes of students in traditional and vocational colleges vary significantly
and computed with graphical illustration as well as case study. The use of smart instruction
has dramatically increased the success of teachers and students has been firmly researched in
this paper. The simulation results illustrate that the suggestedmodelhas a high student's
performance ratio of 98.6%, a prediction ratio of 95.7%, a student engagement ratio of
94.6%, a task analysis ratio of 96.8%, an efficiency ratio of 97.8% when compared to other
existing methods.
Keywords: learning strategies, artificial intelligent technology, f-test, t-test, smart learning
program
1. Overview of Smart education in vocational education
Smart learning involves different instructional environments in which the student and teacher
focus on using technology[1]. Smart learningis structured in classrooms with online training
in a combination ofsoftware and hardware available[2].The students are successful leaders
rather than a static follow-up of the education process; they are made to digital information
and skills more easily, quickly, and conveniently[3][4].In a smart classroom, digital

whiteboards increasingly become indispensable learning with pictures is an open secret that
allows students to understand complex topics even more[5].Smart teaching can be paired
with the use of intelligent technology to improve conventional learning outcomes. Then an
instructor can allow students to get more out of his/her curriculum knowledge using
innovative teaching tools such as interactive online classes, a personalized learning platform,
and the cloud platform[6][7].
In implementing AI technology and offering customized solutions to research abilities and
needs in vocational colleges and it can boost their learning efficiency and teach without a
teacher and examine the performance of students and analyse outcomes based on a huge
volume of data[8]. Teachers who teach learning strategies for students to learn rather than
teaching them a particular curriculum or skills[9]. The critical objective of learning
techniques is to make students more successful[10]. The three most well-known learning
methods are mnemonic, structural, and generative.Students take action to improve their
learning methods[11]. Strategies are particularly crucial for verbal education because they are
resources for active autonomous interaction central to enhancing communication
skills.Starting class with a minute of attention is an essential cognitive ability, in which
students have to become effective learners[12][13]. Students with varying learning
strategies will enhance their concentration. It will enable students to become more conscious
of their learning and to become independent through the creation of an increasing classroom
[14].
Vocational education assists individuals with a great learning opportunity, with the improved
results of their career. Jobs have the potential to develop their talents when earning
profits.Technical and vocational education training (TVET) is essential for creating economic
progress, the growth of employment, and the advancement of employment efficiency[15].
Technical and vocational education and preparation are significant in China. Vocational
education and training (VET) for learners help in occupations that are manual or practical,
typically non-universitarian, and entirely connected to a particular career, career, or vocation,
hence the concept in which the apprentice is involved[16][17].The improvement of domestic
development and economic growth is essential for China to improve vocational education.
Chinese companies are primarily faced with two concerns, low quality, and a lack of
qualified labor [18]. These concerns impacted China's economic growth adversely and
creativity, which results in soft quality goods, increased energy demand, and high industrial
accident rates[19]. Interactive, insightful practices in the classroom forget one-way

conversation or individual learning to connect and involve students with lessons and material
[20].The involvement of smart boards allows teachers to give lectures more efficiently using
numerous screens to illustrate the subject. Teachers can quickly demonstrate any aspect of the
lesson[21].E-learning technology for vocational educationin china is based on a dynamic
approach to knowledge sharing paper, pencil, and prints that are not required. They can
transition into the 'Go Green Idea. Smart education is a way of approaching the formalized
teaching-based education system is known as e-learning, utilizing electronic tools. Contrary
to typical crab and instruction, e-Learning encourages and enhancesthe quality of
learning. The use of computers and the Internet is the key aspect of E-learning, while
lectures can be focused online or offline.
In this paper, Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted Learning model (AAILM) has been
proposed for a smart interactive education system for vocational education. Artificial
intelligence supported e-learning platform are extensively utilized by vocational educational
institutions to guarantee better teaching and learning experiences along withcareer
enhancements.In addition, the convolutional neural network with Gated Recurrent Units has
been introduced for prediction for students learning performance.In China, vocational
education and training apply to train and professional qualifications offered by various
programs

such

as

pre-employment

programs,

employment

transition

programs,

apprenticeship initiatives, on-job courses, and certificate programs. E-learning based on
Artificial intelligence is beneficial to these programs and skills development in vocational
education. A qualitative approach is used on 40 vocational colleges around China to analyze
the findings, interviews, and focus group dialogue based on the learning strategies followed
by students and teachers. Furthermore, the results of this analysis showed many
improvements in the positions of teachers and students in the smart learning program.The
study consisted of 102 students, and the results have been checked based on F-Test and TTest
The main contribution of the paper is


To propose the Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted Learning model (AAILM)
fora smart interactive education system for vocational education.



Designing the convolutional neural network with Gated Recurrent Units for prediction
for students learning performance.



The simulation results have been executed, and the suggested AAILM model
enhances the student's performance, prediction, engagement, task analysis, efficiency
ratio when compared to other existing approaches.

The remainder of the study is organized as follows, section 1 and section 2 deliberated the
overview of the smart educational strategies for teachers and students and the existing
method. In section 3, Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted Learning model (AAILM) has
been suggested. In section 4, simulation results have been executed. Finally, section 5
concludes the research article.
2. Related Works
Wang et al. [22] suggest the Smart Data Mining Algorithm (SDMA) for smart education. A
smart data mining algorithm (SDMA) is utilized to identify and sum up the educational data
and enhance teaching information consistency to enhancethe efficiency of the educational
system. The algorithm flow and assessment model allows for an optimization and updating
framework and develops an appropriate evaluation model through an efficient assessment of
the changing state of information preparation. The test findings indicate that the combination
of AI and SDMA will increase the teaching and learning performance and strengthen the
teaching material that should be further promoted.
Aydoğdu, Ş,et al.[23] discussed the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for Predicting final
student performance in online learning environments.An artificial neural network is shown in
e-learning environments to be an important method to forecast student performance. Studies
with artificial neural networks typically forecast the student's results, and the use of the
learning management system by the students is not concentrated.A prediction of 80,47% with
precision is made of the artificial neural network generated by the study.
Rabiman, R et al.[24] introduced the Tracking Student Learning And Knowledge (TSLAK)
for e-Learning platforms.TSLAK is a model focused on two variables: variables that monitor
student learning (VLT) and variables that Track student knowledge (VTK); and models that
track students ' knowledge (TSK). This research provides answers about how the model can
be developed to track learners' online learning and information on the four e-learning
platforms and how VTL and VTK can define and quantify students ' learning and knowledge
acquisition processes. Results from VTL and VTK show a significant decrease in the interest
of students.

Grubišić, A et al. [25] suggests the Learning Management System(LMS) for designing and
developingthe E-Learning System in vocational education. The goal of Research and
development activities is to create a phase-specific LMS-E-learning(LMS-ELS)framework.
The LMS is checked by questionnaires and close evaluation by media experts and
information experts. This analysis implies that the use of LMS boosts learning success and
efficiency.
To overcome these issues, in this paper, Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted Learning
model (AAILM) has been proposed for a smart interactive education system for vocational
education. The convolutional neural network with Gated Recurrent Units has been proposed
for prediction for students learning performance. The following section 3 discussed the
proposed AAILM method briefly.
3. Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted Learning model (AAILM)
In this paper, Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted Learning model (AAILM) has been
proposed for a smart interactive education system for vocational education. Many industries
face-demands for skills and the pressure for costs and innovation created by increased
globalization. Globalization in certain areas in the responsibility needs extra qualifications
and new skills which stay for training which workflows in businesses. In our daily life,
digitization and electronic networking are more and more prevalent. The spread of
smartphones, computers, and other new devices means that people have access to a growing
amount of media. In many enterprises, the need for training then increased. Vocational
education and training colleges are supposed to provide students with the skills needed by the
businesses that lead to the most modern technology to fulfill these that needs of industries.
However, this improved demand for training can no longer be met solely by the teaching
space curriculum due to the available resources and cost pressures. Electronic learning has
been supportive of the appearance of new digital media. Consequently, the utilization of
electronic media plays a significant role in vocational colleges. New forms of learning and
teaching are increasingly important in vocational colleges under the term "e-learning."
The convolutional neural network with Gated Recurrent Units has been proposed for
prediction for students learning performance. Artificial intelligence supported e-learning
platform are extensively utilized by vocational educational institutions to guarantee better
teaching and learning experiences along with career enhancements. In China, vocational
education and training apply to train and professional qualifications offered by various
programs

such

as

pre-employment

programs,

employment

transition

programs,

apprenticeship initiatives, on-job courses, and certificate programs. E-learning based on
Artificial intelligence is beneficial to these programs and skills development in vocational
education.

Figure 1: The architecture of the proposed Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted
Learning model (AAILM)
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed advanced artificial intelligence assisted
learning model (AAILM).Formal education offers classes or seminars for which formal
registration is required. These activities are planned, planned, and held at specified times by a
course provider. A fee is usually expected, and the learning process should be organized by a
virtual lecturer/teacher/contact person. In comparison, formal electronic learning is related to
learning goals and skills and ends with assessment, qualification, or authorization. The
learning process takes place on an informal e-learning basis, in a more or less unplanned way.
There is no teacher, and the learner must discover the information individually.The learner
attempts to discover the requisite knowledge (learning by doing) independently. Only when a

teacher designs and plans the education in a teaching and technique way is the deliberate elearning. Therefore, a teacher-coordinated or manageable idea is an "intended," learning
concept.The learning content based on multimedia presentation through visualization,
animations, simulation, playful learning situations, and interactive and realistic exercises
enhances the learning progression and encourages learners. The access and use of
connectivity and collaboration scenarios in virtual teaching space among teachers and
learners and in groups of students are additional benefits (search tools, links, online libraries,
glossaries, etc.). Teachers are not anxious that before most participants, they have their
knowledge gaps uncovered. Further monetary savings are made by removing the cost of
travel and accommodation.

Figure 2: CNN with GRU network
Figure 2 shows the CNN with GRU network. Analysis of the large volumes of multi-modal
data is a problem in e-learning environments. The mainprerequisite for creating an effective
prediction model is to identify a reliable fault prediction model. Raw data is mostly semistructural or structured in various ways in the e-learning framework, such as documents,
photos, files, logs, etc. Such data is difficult to analyze directly and must be translated into a
machine /output format, and quantification of features is one of the most commonly applied
methods.GRU is a sort of recurrent neural network. LSTM,based on the RNN variants, can be
utilized to collect the sequence data 's long dependency features. The configuration of the
LSTM is relatively complicated, though, making the training and prediction of the LSTM
much longer. The main variances between a Gated recurrent unit cell and a Long short
term memory are that a Gated recurrent unit cell has two gates (update and reset gates) in
place of three (output, input, and forget gate) further discovery of the LSTM. With its

superior gate-structure, Gated recurrent unit cellmight achieve asimilar effect as long shortterm memory on the condition that the model has less parameters and ease convergence,
which is appropriate for fast learning prediction.
Statement 1: Let’s consider a set of lessons in an online course
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As inferred from the equation (1), where Φ denotes the time threshold.
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of datasets in this study, the respective value {0.1,0.6,0.7, 0.3,0.5,0.6}.
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Figure 3: Similarity index
As inferred from the equation (4), (5) and figure 3 shows the similarity index, where ( , )
indicates the semantic distance between words
and
=
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denotes the semantic hierarchy,

( > 0) indicates a control variable.
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Figure 4: Learning Targets
As acquired from equation (7), (8) and figure 4 shows the learning targets, where
the initial learning targets words with
for various words.

words, 1 − tanh

denotes

provides weighted attributes

Moreover, the learning features comprise some fundamental information, that is ID number
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Based on this equation (9), students' task analysis and decision-making skills have been
identified.
Statement 3: denotes the student learning performance in the final exam, that involves 3
levels (Very Good, Good, Medium, Poor). In education,

and

are the number of

studentsstandard deviation and mean of the samples to guarantee the information balance of
every class.
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important to ensure the wholematrix structure. Thus, reviewing the features of education, the
empty data has been filled with a weighted-average based on the present state. Assumed a
threshold means a minimum constraint of lessons, eliminating any nominal in the dataset in
which thelesson course length is lesser than . Supposing the number of the present lesson is
, the weight dynamic
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Statement 5: Convolutional neural network has been successfully utilized to recognize tasks.
Feature extraction is constructed to depict the efficientportion with quick processing. With
numerousextraction of feature phases in grading stacking, this systemcontainsnon-linear
transformation layers, subsampling layers, pooling layers, and filter layers.
The input layerdepends on the preassumption and characterization,
course, and every student gets a matrix
ℝ

× ×

of size

learning student in this

× , and the input 3D tensor

∈

,. The featureslearning in the matrix all are independent, and lessons are

connecteddue to the knowledge association between lessons.
Using non-linearity and a set of convolution filters, the filter layer collects the data. Around
every feature in

stage. Over the convolution through input
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Subsampling and average pooling layer for student learning prediction tasks should consider
more attention rather than image feature. Though in certain situations, max-pooling generally
has good performance,the distribution of the extracted features can impact. Average pooling
is better suited to this analysis. To alleviate the issue of feature vanishing impacted by an
inadequate number of lessons, the threshold , if
output obsessed by the size × ( /

> , by anID pooling size of the pool

,

) is generated. Every feature map output is then sub-

sampled by a factor

vertically; these matrix dimensions can be evaluated as the feature

extracted.
Statement 6: Gated recurrent unit cell (GRU) is a memory cell consisting of 4keyelements,
update gate, reset gate, proposed unit, and candidate hidden state. Update andReset gates
provide cells to access data for a long intervaland provides memory. The long-temporal
dependences learning block proposed unit computes the hidden conditions by a set of
expressions.
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As inferred from the equation (12) where ,  indicates the reset gate and update gate, 
indicates the candidate hidden layer and  is the Gated recurrent unit cell output.
The proposed Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted. Learning model (AAILM) for a
smart interactive education system for vocational education achieves high student
performance, prediction, engagement, task analysis, efficiency ratio when compared to other
existing methods.
4. Results & Discussion
The proposed Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted. Learning model (AAILM)
experimental results have been performed. A qualitative approach is used on 40 vocational
colleges around China to analyze the findings, interviews, and focus group dialogue based on
the learning strategies followed by students and teachers. Furthermore, the results of this
analysis showed many improvements in the positions of teachers and students in the smart
learning program.The study consisted of 102 students, and the results have been checked
based on F-Test and T-Test. The result findings revealed that the academic successes of
students in traditional and vocational colleges vary significantly and computed with graphical
illustration as well as case study. The use of smart instruction has dramatically increased the
success of teachers and students has been firmly researched in this paper.
i)

Prediction Ratio Analysis

The vocational students learning is improved by applying the e-learningconcept, and the
prediction of student’s performance is most important for vocational education. The main aim
of this smart education based onthe Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted Learning model
AAILM is to prove the possibility of training for vocational students' education. The
feasibility of creating a learning and to enhancethe capability of students in vocational
education based on AI techniques. Figure 5demonstrates the prediction ratio. The
experimental result shows the AAILM and e-learning to better accurate prediction is achieved
by analyzing student learning when compared to other methods.

Figure 5: Prediction Ratio
ii)

Student performance Ratio:

This paper presents the Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted Learning model
(AAILM),which is used to improvethe teaching and learning of vocational students.This
AAILM provides e-learning with education to better understanding the study for students.
This improves the student performance in education and its relief the student carrier stress.
The performance of the e-learning is well improved and the knowledge of vocational students

to concentrate the carrier to achieve their goal based ondecision making skill. Figure 6 shows
the student performance ratio. The results of AAILM with e-learning in vocational education
offersa student to enhance the performance in academic and their carrier when compared to
other methods.

Figure 6: Students Performance Ratio
iii)

Efficiency Ratio

The proposed Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted Learning model (AAILM) is used to
design a smart interactive education system for a vocational college. E-learning based on
AAILM help students to be smarter, more effective, more relaxed, and flexible. Learners use
intelligent equipment to access digital services across the Internet and immerse themselves in
specialized and seamless learning. Intelligent education has received expanded popularity, a
term that defines new-age learning. Figure 7 shows the efficiency ratio. The experimental
results AAILM improvedthe efficiency of learning for students compared to other methods.

Figure 7: Efficiency Ratio
iv)

Student task analysis Ratio

The proposed Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted Learning model (AAILM) is used to
create a smart digital educational system for vocational colleges. Artificial intelligence has
been used mostly in several tasks to build expertise and training methods for vocational
education. AI will help fill needs in the gap in studying and teaching and encourage
vocational college teachers to achieve better than traditional strategies. The artificial
intelligence is creating students and teacher interactions for better decision making to
complete the task.Figure 8 shows the Student task analysis. The experimental results show
the student decision making to fill their educational needs compared with other methods.

Figure 8: Students Tasks Analysis Ratio
v)

Engagement Ratio:

Vocational colleges use Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted Learning model AAILM to
help students achieve their success. The study consisted of 102 students, and the results have
been checked based on F-Test and T-Test. The result findings revealed that the academic
successes of students in traditional and vocational colleges vary significantly and computed
with graphical illustration as well as case study.These AAILM models can effectively be
implemented into vocation education instruction to help teachers assess students' involvement
in learning concerning various tasks and resources and offer additional interventions for
students before their final test. This study examined the relationship between the
engagement of students and the evaluation score of courses. Table 1 shows the engagement
ratio. The experimental results of student engagement in their education improve student
learning when compared to other methods.

Table 1: Engagement ratio
Total

SDMA

ANN

TSLAK

LAM-ELS

AAILM

10

65.5

70.2

71.4

73.1

75.5

20

65.3

64.3

63.2

65.2

70.1

30

51.2

54.6

56.2

57.3

59.2

40

46.4

47.4

48.1

49.4

55.2

50

32.4

43.1

54.3

65.5

77.3

60

43.6

55.2

56.5

63.6

61.3

70

73.7

77.3

78.5

71.7

80.4

80

83.8

82.2

86.3

84.7

89.6

90

76.7

74.3

72.4

70.8

92.7

100

87.9

89.5

75.5

71.9

94.6

Number

of

Datasets

The proposed Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted. Learning model (AAILM) for a
smart interactive education system for vocational education achieves high student
performance, prediction, engagement, task analysis, efficiency ratio when compared to other
existing Smart Data Mining Algorithm (SDMA), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Tracking
Student Learning And Knowledge (TSLAK), Learning Management System based Elearning framework (LMS-ELS) methods.
5. Conclusion
This paper presents the Advanced Artificial Intelligence assisted Learning model (AAILM)
for a smart interactive education system for vocational education. The convolutional neural
network with Gated Recurrent Units has been proposed for prediction for students learning
performance.Compared to conventional classroom teaching, e-learning based on artificial
intelligence has advantages. This paper looked at the benefits and drawbacks from two
perspectives: the point of view of the learner (apprentices, staff, teachers, trainees) and the
supplier (VET institution and training center). In the view of the instructor or instructor, the
discussion of the advantages and advantages was deliberately omitted as it is overlapping.
Students value eLearning as flexibility in selecting the right location, time, and learning pace,
minimizing learning time through the individualization of the learning content, increasing

incentive to learn through multimedia presentations, getting access to accessible libraries, and
using interactive classrooms; and removing travel and accommodation costs. E-learning
based on the AI method enhances the employment rate witha students’ intelligence and
critical-thinking skills and prepares a student for a particular job.The simulation results show
that the suggested AAILM model enhances the student's performance ratio of 98.6%,
prediction ratio of 95.7%, student engagement ratio of 94.6%, task analysis ratio of 96.8%, an
efficiency ratio of 97.8% when compared to other existing methods.
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